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Introduction

CV Toolkit is a software that lets you many different virtual modules to control, modulate and
sequence your synthesizers via control voltage (CV). These virtual modules can work indepen-
dently or can bet set to influence and modulate each other via the Routing Matrix. With CV
Toolkit 2, you can create anything from multi-channel rhythmic sequences to complete poly-
phonic patches.

Our goal for CV Toolkit 2 was to design a software that is both easy for beginners and extremely
flexible for more advanced users. We want the users to feel comfortable while taking their first
steps with the program but we also want to provide many different tools to help the users go
further as they get more familiar with CV Toolkit.

Everything in this application was carefully designed to be as easy to understand and use as
possible. While some features (such as polyphonic voice allocation) are complicated due to the
nature / design of modular and analog synthesizers, we did out best to simplify the process as
much as possible.

This manual focuses on highlighting and explaining the most important features in CV Toolkit 2.
If you’d like to learn more about this software, visit spektroaudio.com and check out the video
tutorials.

Ícaro Ferre

Spektro Audio

spektroaudio.com
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How to Install

Both Mac and Windows version can be installed anywhere within your main hard-drive. Simply
extract the applications from the .dmg / .zip files.

Mac Users:
The Gatekeeper feature in OSX maybe prevent you from first opening CV Toolkit. If you get the
message “CV Toolkit is damaged and can’t be opened. You should move it to the Trash.” while
opening the app for the first time, please follow these steps:

• Open OSX’s System Preferences the click on the Security & Privary pane.
• Click on the lock icon to unlock the settings.
• In the General tab, look for “Allow applications downloaded from”
• Select the Anywhere option and click on the lock icon again to lock the settings.
• CV Toolkit should now open and work properly.
• After running CV Toolkit for the first time, you’re free to go back and reverse the Gatekeep

to it’s previous settings. CV Toolkit should continue to operate normally.

Windows Users:

If you’re running Windows 8 (or any newer version of the OS) and get an error related to the
MSVCR120.dll when you first try to run CV Toolkit:

• Delete any copies of that DLL that might exist in your System32 folder.
• Download and install a fresh copy of the Visual C++ Redistributable Packages for Visual

Studio 2013 package available at https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.
aspx?id=40784.

• Restart your computer and try again.
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How to Setup

Audio Settings

When you first open CV Toolkit, you’ll need to properly set up the Audio Settings depending on
your setup. In order to do that, select the Setting pane on the Sidebar. Here’s a brief description
of all the settings available in the Audio Settings:

• DSP ON / OFF: turns CV Toolkit’s DSP on /off.
• Low Performance ON / OFF:
• Driver: selects what audio driver to use.
• Output Device: selects the audio device (interface) which will be used for outputting CV

signals to your synth.
• Input Device: selects the audio device (interface) which will be used for the Calibration

process.
• Buffer Size: sets the buffer size.
• Sample Rate: sets the sample rate.
• Output Channel: sets the 8 output channels of the selected Output Device that will be

used by CV Toolkit.
• Compatibility Mode: activates special compatibility modes for special hardware devices.

For more information about this, check out the Compatibility Modes section.
• Output Trim: sets the gain trim of all 8 outputs.
• SMUX: activates the SMUX encoder which is useful for using CV Toolkit at higher sample

rates (> 48kHz) with the Expert Sleepers ES-3 module.

MIDI Settings

The MIDI settings can be accessed vai the Quant / MIDI pane available on the sidebar.

• Clock Input: selects which MIDI device to use as the MIDI Clock master.
• Input: selects which MIDI device to use for sending MIDI notes to CV Toolkit.
• Output: selects which MIDI device to use as the destination for the CV to MIDI CC

converters available in the Utility Rack.
• Output Channel: selects the output MIDI channel for the CV to MIDI CC converters.
• Voice Mode: selects what voicing mode to use for allocating incoming MIDI notes. For

more information about the different voicing modes, check out the Voicing Modes section

MIDI Clock

You can sync CV Toolkit to your DAW or to anything that sends MIDI Clock (Drum machines,
iOS apps and etc).
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If you’d like to sync CV Toolkit to a DAW, set the MIDI Clock source to ‘to CV Toolkit 1’, turn on
MIDI Clock and then go to DAW and make sure it’s sending MIDI Clock to ‘to CV Toolkit 1’.

Windows users: In order to create the virtual MIDI ports, you may need to use third-party
programs such as MIDI Yoke or LoopBe1.

Compatibility Modes

ES-4 / ES-40 / ESX-4CV / ESX-8CV

In order to properly set up CV Toolkit to work with the Expert Sleepers ES-4, ES-40, ESX-4CV,
and ESX-8CV modules, please follow these steps:

• Go to the Settings pane, select your audio interface as your Output Device and set
Output Channel to the first S/PDIF output channel of your interface. For example, if the
S/PDIF outputs on your interface correspond to outputs 21-22, set Output to 21.

• Using the Compatibility Mode dropdown menu, select what kind of setup you’re using:
ES-4 only (5 outputs), ES-4 + ESX-4CV (8 outputs), ES-40 + 2x ESX-4CV (8 outputs),
or ES-40 + ESX-8CV.

• If you’ve selected ES-4 + ESX-4CV, make sure the ESX-4CV expander is connected to
the ES-4’s last header (#5).

• If you’ve selected ES-40 + 2x ESX-4CV, make sure the ESX-4CV expanders are con-
nected to the ES-40’s first two headers (#1 and #2).

• If you’ve selected ES-40 + ESX-8CV, make sure the ESX-8CV expander is connected to
the ES-40’s first header (#1).

Tips, tricks and limitations:

• The first two channels of the ES-4 can only output positive voltages. While they may not
work well for bipolar signals such as LFOs, they’re great for calibrating VCOs using since
they offer a greater resolution over a shorter voltage range.

• The ESX-4CV and ESX-8CV expander modules run at lower sample rates therefore they
might not work properly with virtual modules running at audio rate such as the Morphing
VCO. Although we got success results from our tests, the support for these modules is
still experimental and it might be subjected to bugs. Our plan is to improve the support
for these modules in future updates.

littleBits

CV Toolkit is now compatible with the littleBits USB i/o modules. To properly set up CV Toolkit
with work with these modules, follow these steps:

• Plug the USB i/o module to the computer.
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• Set the USB i/o mode to IN.
• Go to the Settings panel and select the “Korg 2ch Audio Device” as your Output Device.
• Set Compatibility Mode to littleBits
• Set the Output Channel to 1.
• Set Output Trim to 100%.
• Turn on DSP.

Since the littleBits USB i/o module can only output positive signals (0-5 volts), CV Toolkit will
adjust the output of some modules such as the Clock Generator in order to improve functionality.

In order to use more than 1 USB i/o with CV Toolkit, you’ll need to create an Aggregate Device
and select it as your Output Device. If you’re using a Mac, you can do that via the Audio MIDI
Setup app. If you’re using a Windows computer, you’ll need to use a third-party solution such
as ASIO4All.

Keep in mind that the littleBits USB i/o modules show up in your computer as a 2 channel audio
interface (although it only uses the first one), therefore you can only use up to 4 USB i/o modules
with CV Toolkit and they’ll be accessible via the Routing Matrix on Outputs 1, 3, 5, and 7 (Output
Layer).
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How to Use

Slots

CV Toolkit contains 12 slots which can be used to load any virtual module of your choice. In
order to open the Slot Loader to select and load a different module, press the ‘M’ key or click on
the ‘Edit Slots’ button (available on the Layouts pane) and select the virtual module you’d like to
use from the drop-down menu. CV Toolkit will automatically refresh the available modules list
each time you open the application.

All the 12 slots work exactly the same way therefore they can be used interchangeably. You can
load any module to any slot and as many instances of the same module as you’d like to (limited
only by the total number of slots).

Each slot contain 2 inputs (Main and Control), 1 output, access to the internal CV buses and
DSP control (which can be used to momentarily turn off the DSP processing for that slot individ-
ually in order to save CPU).

The Slot Loader also contains a ? button which opens the help window of the selected module.

Routing Matrix

The routing matrix is what makes CV Toolkit such a flexible software. It allows you to route
signals from the output of your virtual modules to your analog outputs, to the Utility Rack, and
to other virtual modules (via the Main and Control inputs).

Signals on the matrix always travel from the left side of the matrix to the top.

The Routing Matrix consists of 3 different layers:

• Output: routes signals to the 8 DAC channels (Output Device) and to the 4 inputs of the
Utility Rack.

• Main: route signals to the first input of the 12 slots.
• Control: route signals to the second input of the 12 slots.

You can switch between these different layers via the Matrix Layer buttons or by clicking 1, 2, or
3 on your keyboard.

In order to help you easily locate the different slots and outputs on the Matrix, CV Toolkit lights
up the correspondent input and output on the Matrix as you move your mouse cursor through it.
You can also hold down the H key while moving your mouse through the Matrix to light up the
label of the corresponding slot (White = Source, Blue / Orange = Destination).
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Internal CV Buses

CV Toolkit 2 features two internal CV buses which work as backdoors for some of the modules.
You can use these buses to link modules togethers but they’re also by CV Toolkit to distribute
notes and gates to the modules when using the different voicing modes available in CV Toolkit.

Each of these CV buses feature 4 separate channels which can be used to create different synth
voices or in any creative way. In order to select which channel you’d like to use , open the Slot
Loader (by pressing M on your keyboard) and use the channel selectors available for the Gate
and Pitch buses. The virtual modules available in CV Toolkit can either send or receive to and
from these CV buses. - If the module sends signals to that bus, the channel selector will turn
white. - If the module receives signals from that bus, the selector will turn dark green. - If the
module doesn’t work with that bus, the channel selector will be disabled.

Gate Bus

The Gate Bus transmits gate signals across all 12 slots. Gate signals are always boolean (mean-
ing they’re either ON or OFF). Modules like the LFO and Clock Generator can be used to send
gate / trigger sequencers to other modules such as the Sequencer, Sample & Hold and AD En-
velope without having to use the Routing Matrix. When multiple modules are set to send gate
signals to the same Gate Bus channel, these gate signals get combined using OR Logic.

All 4 channels of the Gate Bus can also be accessed via the Routing Matrix. They’re located at
the bottom of the matrix (Gate 1-4).

Pitch Bus

The Pitch Bus transmits pitch values across the 12 slots. These pitch values work similarly to
MIDI Notes (0 to 127 including decimal values). This CV bus is extremely useful when using
the different Voicing Modes available in CV Toolkit to convert MIDI notes to proper CV signals.
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Modules (Factory Pack)

CV Toolkit 2 ships with 15 different virtual modules, including the special Notes module, as part
of the Factory Pack. If you’d like to further expand CV Toolkit, you can buy separate Module
Packs available at http://spektroaudio.com.

AD Envelope

This is a basic Attack Decay envelope module.

Gate Bus: Receives
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): Gate
Input 2 (Control): —

• Attack: sets the attack time of the envelope.
• Decay: sets the decay time of the envelope.
• Curve: sets the curve of the envelope. (Logarithmic > Linear > Exponential).
• Gain: sets the amplitude of the envelope.

Clock Generator

Based on the clock generator available in our DRG MaxforLive device, this module let’s you
generate a clock signal to drive external sequencers, envelope generators and etc.

Gate Bus: Sends
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): —
Input 2 (Control): —

Parameters:

• Div / Mult: sets the speed of the clock based on either divisions of multiplications of CV
Toolkit’s bpm. By turning the knob clock-wise , the clock speed will be multiplied by either
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 16 or 32. By turning it counter-clock-wise, the clock speed will be
divided by the same values.

• Mode: sets the output mode of the clock to either gate or trigger.
• Shift: lets you shift the phase of the clock. You can also think of this as shifting the clock

forward in time.
• Pulse Width: sets the width of the clock signal.
• Phase: lets you quickly invert the phase of the clock signal.
• Shuffle: adds shuffle / swing to the clock signal. Please notice that this feature can only

be used when the clock is set to output triggers.
• Probability: sets the probability of the gate / trigger generator.
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Comparator

The comparator module performs a bipolar 1-bit quantisation to an incoming signal based on
the threshold settings, in order words, it transforms smooth signals into boolean signal (on / off,
true / false, 0 / 1, etc).

Gate Bus: Sends
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): Comparator Input
Input 2 (Control): Threshold CV Input (via EXT mode)

Parameters:

• Threshold: sets the threshold of the comparator.
• EXT: activates external threshold control (via Control input).
• Mode: let’s you select if you’d like to process only positive or negative signals, or both.
• Output: sets what kind of signal Comparator will output: Signal (like the blue line on the

image above), On Trigger, Off Trigger or Both (On and off) Trigger.

Delay

The delay module let’s you delay any incoming signal up to 4 seconds or 1 bar (in Sync mode).
It features basic feedback and dry/wet controls as well as a Drift parameter that modulates the
delay time using an internal complex LFO.

Gate Bus: —
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): Delay Input
Input 2 (Control): Time CV Input

Parameters:

• Time: sets the delay time.
• CV Amount: sets the amount of cv modulations applied to the delay time.
• Drift: sets the amount of drift (internal modulation).
• Feedback: sets the amount of feedback.
• Mix: sets the balance between dry and wet signals.

Envelope

Envelope uses a breakpoint graph (similar to the one in the Scangraph module) to generate a
multi-stage envelope function. The total length of the envelope can be as short as 300ms to as
long as 10s. The module can either be set to gate mode (in which it receives gate signal from
its Main input and / or from the Gate Bus) or loop mode.
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Gate Bus: Receives
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): Gate
Input 2 (Control): —

Parameters:

• Length: sets the total length of the envelope while maintaining the shape of the envelope.
(Hold down SHIFT while changing this parameter to link the shape of the envelope to the
length)

• Loop: activates looping mode.

LFO

The LFO (Low Frequency Oscillator) module features 4 different waveforms (Sine, Triangle,
Sawtooth and Square) and two different modes (Free / Sync).

Gate Bus: Sends
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): Frequency CV Input
Input 2 (Control): —

Parameters:

• Wave: selects the waveform.
• Mode: sets the LFO to either Sync or Free.
• CV Amount: sets the amount of CV modulation applied to the frequency of the LFO.
• Frequency: sets the frequency of the LFO.
• Gain: sets the gain of the LFO.

Morphing VCO

Morphing VCO is a virtual oscillator that can be used as a regular oscillator (that can be mixed
with your analog oscillators externally), a sub oscillator, a modulator for FM / ring-mod patches
or as an audio-rate modulation for controlling anything else in your patch.
The main pitch of the Morphing VCO is controlled via the Pitch Bus.
The shape of the Morphing VCO (CCW = Square, Middle = Sine, CW = Saw) can be morphed
using either the Morph knob or any signal routed to the Morph input via the Routing Matrix.

Gate Bus: —
Pitch Bus: Receives
Input 1 (Main): Morph CV Input
Input 2 (Control): —
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Parameters:

• Morph: sets the waveform of the VCO (Square �  Sine �  Saw).
• EXT: activates external Morph control (via the Main input).
• Pitch: sets the pitch of the oscillator in relation to the incoming notes from the selected

Pitch Bus.
• Fine-Tune: detunes the oscillator.
• Gain: sets the amplitude of the oscillator.

Notes

The Notes module combines what used to be the MIDI to CV and CV Quantizers in CV Toolkit
version 1. It lets you calibrate an oscillator and quantize signals from other modules in order
to play melodies and sequences in a specific scale (which can be set in the Quant/MIDI page).
Check out the Calibration section of this manual for more information about the calibration pro-
cess. When in Quantizer mode, the Notes module will stop receiving notes from the Pitch Bus
and will only output quantized signals routed to the Main input of the module.

Gate Bus: —
Pitch Bus: Receives
Input 1 (Main): Quantizer Input
Input 2 (Control): —

Parameters:

• Input Channel: selects the input channel which will be used for the calibration process.
• Calibrate: initiates the calibration process.
• Quantizer: activates the quantizer.
• Transpose: transposes the output of the module by up to 24 semitones.

PWM Clock

The PWM Clock works similarly to the Clock Generator but, although it doesn’t have a Trigger
mode, it features a CV input for controlling the pulse-width of the clock signal (PWM). When
combined with other modules, the PWM Clock is capable of creating rhythmic variations that
can be used to dynamically control envelopes or function generators.

Gate Bus: Sends
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): PWM CV Input
Input 2 (Control): —

Parameters:
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• Div / Mult: sets the speed of the clock based on either divisions of multiplications of
Ableton Live’s tempo. By default, the knob will be centered (=) and it’l will output a CV
clock signal based on the BPM of the session. By turning the knob clock-wise , the clock
speed will be multiplied by either 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 16 or 32. By turning it counter-clock-
wise, the clock speed will be divided by the same values.

• Shift: lets you shift the phase of the clock. You can also think of this as shifting the clock
forward in time.

• Pulse Width: sets the width of the clock signal.
• Phase: lets you quickly invert the phase of the clock signal.
• PWM: sets the amount of pulse-width modulation (via the Main input).

Scangraph

Scangraph allows you to draw a graph using breakpoints and then scan through the graph
either manually (using the Scan dial) or via CV.  This is a super flexible module that can be used
in many different ways. You can add breakpoints by double clicking on the graph line or remove
any breakpoint by Shift-clicking the breakpoint that you’d like to remove. You can also snap
breakpoints to the grid by holding down the “S” key while moving them. 

Gate Bus: —
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): Scan CV Input
Input 2 (Control): —

Parameters:

• Scan: scans through the graph manually.
• EXT: activates external Scan control (via the Main input).
• Clear: deletes all the breakpoints.
• Rand: creates a random graph (hold down the “S” key to automatically snap all break-

points to the grid).

Sequencer

The Sequencer module works a simple step-sequencer. The module can hold up to 6 different
sequences and can be clocked via the internal clock or via the Gate Bus.

Gate Bus: Receives
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): Sample Input
Input 2 (Control): Trigger Input
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Parameters:

Layer 1:

• Mode: sets the direction of the sequencer. (>>>> = Forward, <<<< = Backwards)
• Rand: randomises all the steps for the selected sequence.
• Sequence #: selects the sequence (1-6).

Layer 2:

• Internal Clock: selects the clock source for the module (ON = internal clock, OFF = Gate
Bus).

• Rate: sets the rate of the internal clock.
• Clear: clears the sequence.
• Sequence Length: sets the length of the sequence.

S&H (Sample & Hold)

The Sample & Hold module can either be used independently (using its internal clock and noise
generator) or can be set to use external sample and trigger signals.

Gate Bus: Receives
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): Sample Input
Input 2 (Control): Trigger Input

Parameters:

• Rate: sets the rate of the internal clock.
• Free/Sync: sets the mode of the internal clock.
• Clock: selects the clock / trigger source for the sample & hold circuitry. (Internal = Internal

Clock / External = Gate Bus + Control Input)
• Sample: switches the sample source between the internal noise generator and the Main

input of the module.

Shaper

Shaper is a module that combines 4 modules (wave-folder, rectifier, attenuverter and offset
generator) in one. This module can be used to control or distort any incoming signal. It’s great
for transforming simple LFO into more complex and interesting waveforms.
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Gate Bus: Receives
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): Shaper Input
Input 2 (Control): Fold CV Input

Parameters:

• Fold: sets the amount of wave-folding.
• Fold CV: sets the amount of wave-folding modulation (via the Control input).
• Rectifier: selects the rectifier mode.
• Offset: adds a positive or negative dc-offset.
• Attenuverter: sets the gain the polarity of the signal (CW = Positive, CCW = Negative).

Slew

The slew module can be used to smooth out an incoming signal routed through the Routing
Matrix.

Gate Bus: —
Pitch Bus: —
Input 1 (Main): Slew Input
Input 2 (Control): —

Parameters:

• Rise: sets the rise time of the slew generator.
• Fall: sets the fall time of the slew generator.
• Mode: selects the slew mode / curve (Linear or Logarithmic).
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Calibration

In order to use the Notes modules, you first need to calibrate your VCO. Although this is an
automatic process, you’ll need to follow these steps:

1 - Patch the first analog output into the 1v/oct input of your VCO and then send the output of the
VCO back into any of the inputs of your audio interface. 2 - Set the Input Channel of the Notes
module to the same that same input. 3 - Route the output of the Notes module to one of your
analog outputs via the Output Matrix. 4 - Manually set your VCO frequency to approximately
500 Hz. 5 - Hit calibrate and wait until the module stops adding calibration points to the graph.
6 - The calibration graph should look like a straight line. If you see calibration points that are
(even slightly) off the line, delete them by Shift + Clicking.

The calibration algorithm works with the 4 basic waveforms (sine, saw, triangle and square).
Different oscillators track differently. We recommend trying different waveforms (sine, saw, tri-
angle or square-wave) and different settings for the Output Trim (available in Settings) in order
to find which settings and waveforms work best with your oscillator.

Here’s a diagram that you can follow to make sure that the calibration process works properly:
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Downloading Module Packs

You can further expand the funcionatily of CV Toolkit, and continue to support it’s development,
by purchasing module packs.
If you’d like to check out the available packs, visit http://spektroaudio.com/CV-Toolkit-Standalone.

Whenever you buy a new pack, you’ll receive a serial code for that specific pack via email. In
order to download and install the pack, follow these steps:
- Click on the Packs menu (available on the application’s menu bar) and select Download Pack
to open the Download window.
- Paste the serial code and click on Verify. CV Toolkit will check the serial number (internet
connection required) and will indicate what pack is associated with that serial number.
- Finally, hit Download Pack to download and install the pack. If the pack is already installed, CV
Toolkit will indicate so.

You’re free to install packs you’ve purchased to all computers you personally own, as many
times as you need.

Our plan is to continue to release new packs in the future.
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Voicing Modes

CV Toolkit works with 3 different voicing modes: Monophonic, Polyphonic, and Paraphonic.
These different modes let you control how CV Toolkit will translate and allocate incoming MIDI
Notes.

Monophonic

The monophonic mode useful for creating 4 independent mono voices. It receives MIDI notes
from the first 4 channels of the selected MIDI Input device and routes them to the correspondent
4 channels of the Gate and Pitch buses.
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Polyphonic

The polyphonic mode is great for creating complete polyphonic patches. It receives up to 4
simultaneous notes from first MIDI channel of the selected MIDI Input device and allocates
them to the 4 channels of the Gate and Pitch buses. The first note is sent to Channel 1 of the
CV Buses, the second note is sent to Channel 2 and so on. Keep in mind that, in this mode,
the channels depend on the previous channel in order to be active (i.e. Channel 2 can only be
active while Channel 1 is active as well).

The way polyphony works in CV Toolkit may differ from most polyphonic synthesizers. Instead
of round robin note #1 through the four channels available in the CV Buses, CV Toolkit always
routes note #1 to Channel #1.

Paraphonic

The paraphonic mode was inspired by synthezisers such as the Moog Sub 37 and the DSI Pro
2 and it’s great for creating polyphonic voices without the need for individual envelopes, VCAs,
filters, etc. This mode works similarly to the polyphonic mode except that it combines all the
gate signals from all the incoming notes into Gate Bus channels #1 and #2.

The difference between Gate Bus channel #1 and #2 is that they offer different legato modes
(Retrigger and Last Note, respectively). You may want to use, for example, Channel #1 for
gating your main VCA and channel #2 for triggering another envelope going to your VCF CV
input (which you’d want to be triggered whenever you played a new note).
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Layouts

Since we designed CV Toolkit 2 to work as a modular synthesizer (the software itself work as
a synth case in which you can use to load up to different modules to the 12 slots), it made
sense to add a way to save different setups which you could store and recall depending on the
situation. That’s what Layouts is for. You can, for example, create a layout focused on random
modulation sources, another one focused on creating polyphonic patchers, another one for live
performance and so on.

When you save a new layout, it’ll store which modules are currently loaded into the 12 slots as
well as which channel you’ve selected for the internal CV buses.

The Layouts feature also lets you select which modules CV Toolkit will load whenever you open
the application. Simply select the Default layout, load the modules you’d like to be loaded into
the 12 slots and save the layout.

All layouts are saved to a single Layouts.json file so more advanced users can easily edit the
file using any text editor. To acess the Layouts.json on a Mac, right-click the application, select
Show Package Contents, and then go to Contents/Resources/Settings. On a Windows PC,
open the Resources folder and then open the Settings folder.

Quantizer

Altough each instance of the Notes module can work as an independent quantizer, they all share
the same settings available on the Quantizer pane.

• Octaves: sets the maximum range of the Quantizer in relation to the root key.
• Root Key: sets the root key of the scale / quantizer.

While you’re free to create or edit any 12-tone scale using the Scale Editor, you also have
the option to select an existing scale (such as Major, Minor, Blues, etc) from the Scale Pre-
set drop-down menu. These presets can also be edited using any text editor. To acess the
Scales.json on a Mac, right-click the application, select Show Package Contents, and then go
to Contents/Resources/Settings. On a Windows PC, open the Resources folder and then open
the Settings folder.
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Utility Rack

The Utility Rack has addional features that can further expand and enhance the funcionality of
CV Toolkit. You can route any signal to the Utility Rack via the RACK 1-4 outputs available on
the Routing Matrix Output layer. When a signal gets routed to one of the channels of the Utility
Rack, it’s automatically routed to all sections of the Utility Rack (Oscilloscope and CV to MIDI
CC Converters).

Oscilloscopes

The four oscilloscopes available in the Utility Rack let you easily visualize signals graphically.
This is useful for getting visual feedback of the waveform, amplitude and polarity of these signals.

CV To MIDI CC Converters

The CV to MIDI CC converters let you convert incoming CV signals to MIDI CC messages.
These are useful for controlling other MIDI-enabled synthesizers, FX units or even parameters
in your DAW. These MIDI CC messages are sent to the MIDI Output device selected in the MIDI
Settings.

Since this operation can use a decent amount of CPU, CV Toolkit lets you select the resolution
/ speed of these conversions. Altough lower resolutions may save CPU, they may not be well
suited for converting LFOs and more continuous / smooth signals.

The CV to MIDI CC converters can also be combined with a hardware MIDI to CV converters
(such as the Mutable Instruments CV Pal) in order to add more outputs to CV Toolkit (make sure
to select the correct Output Channel and Device).

Gate Bus Visualizer

This last section of the Utility Rack provides visual feedback of the four channels available in
the Gate Bus. These leds have a refresh rate of 20ms therefore they work best with signals <
50hz.
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Keyboard Shortcuts

Key Description Module

M Edit Slots Global
1, 2, 3 Selects Routing Matrix Layer Global

H Activates Visual Feedback for the Routing Matrix Global
Space Bar Turns transport On / Off Global

S Snap Breakpoints to Grid Scangraph
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Important Notices

• Mac Version: While the application be placed in any folder within your hard-drive, the
app must keep it’s original name (CV Toolkit.app) in order to function properly.
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